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CompCert1 is a compiler for the C programming language for the assembly languages
of several processor architectures. In contrast to compilers such as Visual C++, GCC, or
LLVM, its compilation phases are proved mathematically correct, and thus the compiled
program always matches the source program: the formal correctness of CompCert states
that if the compiler succeeds to produce an executable, then the observable behaviors of the
executable are also observable on the source program [1, 2]. Other compilers may contain bugs
that in some cases result in incorrect code being generated. The possibility of compilation
bug cannot be tolerated in certain applications with high safety requirements, and then costly
solutions such as disabling all optimizations are used to get assembly code that is close to
the source. In contrast, CompCert, despite not optimizing as well as gcc -O3 or clang -O3,
allows using optimizations safely [3, 4]. CompCert is itself written as a combination of the
Coq interactive theorem prover2 and the OCaml programming language3 .
CompCert-KVX4 is a variant of CompCert developed at Verimag which provides the ﬁrst
formally veriﬁed eﬃcient optimizations for superscalar and VLIW processors [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
We propose several internship topics around formally veriﬁed compilation (to be discussed
according to the interests of the students), through modiﬁcations to CompCert-KVX or in
independent tools. Here are examples of hot topics for us:
• Extend the superblock scheduling of [9] to enable exchange of branching and basic
instructions modulo code duplication. We already have an experimental prototype of
this extension. We would like to redesign it from scratch, in order to have both a simpler
and more eﬃcient implementation of this formally veriﬁed transformation. Experiment
mostly in OCaml, with experimental evaluation of performance, and with maybe a bit
of Coq.
• Currently, CompCert uses an unsound interface for embedding OCaml foreign code
within the Coq programming language. A solution has been proposed in [10] and
marginally experimented in CompCert-KVX. We would like to evaluate the feasibility
of ﬁxing the whole CompCert in this way. Experiment mostly in Coq with a bit of
OCaml.
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• We are currently investigating a Rust5 frontend for CompCert. In a ﬁrst step, we would
like to implement an unveriﬁed prototype compiler from a small subset of MIR6 to C,
or more exactly Clight a subset of the C language internal to CompCert. Experiment
mostly in Rust with a bit of OCaml, and maybe Coq.
• Certain arithmetic operations may be implemented natively or by composition of elementary operations: we would like to implement and prove such expansions in a pass
before the superblock scheduling.
• CompCert for secure applications: see details in https://www-verimag.imag.fr/IMG/
pdf/sujet-compcert.pdf
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